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INTRODUCTION 49
Stopping (sometimes referred to as inhibition) and economic choice are two major 50 brain functions that have historically been studied independently. Nonetheless, there is 51 some reason to think that they may spring from shared processes. For example, several 52 psychiatric conditions, including depression and addiction, impair both processes, and 53 greater impairment of both is associated with greater disease progression (Iacono et We randomly interleaved stop signal trials with trials from an economic choice 135 task. This task was designed to have a similar structure to the stop signal task. 136
Specifically, forced choice trials were equivalent to go trials and choice trials were 137 equivalent to stop trials (see Methods for details). In the economic choice task, the offers 138 were associated with low (yellow), medium (blue), or high (magenta) reward value 139 ( Figure 1B) . The subjects chose either offer 1 (which appeared at the periphery, similar 140 to go signal) or, when it occurred, could choose the later-appearing offer 2 (which 141 appeared at the center, similar to stop signal). The delay for offer 2 was fixed and defined 142 by the measured stop signal delay computed from the stopping task. For simplicity, we 143 will use the terms accept and reject trials to refer to those in which the subject chose offer 144 1 and offer 2, respectively. 145
As anticipated, the two tasks showed similar behavior results. Median reaction 146 time in forced choice trials was 0.41 sec and 0.27 sec in subject J and subject T, 147 respectively ( Figures 1G and 1H) . The reaction time medians for choice trials in the 148 presence of offer 2 were lower that that in forced choice trials (Supplemental results-A). 149
On average, the total length of trials including the feedback time for subjects J and T 150 We recorded responses of 96 neurons (52 in subject J and 44 in subject T) in Area 171 13 of the OFC ( Figure 1M ). The number of neurons to be collected was determined a 172 priori based on exploratory analyses of previously collected datasets and was not 173 adjusted during recording based on analyses performed mid-experiment. Note that while 174 this number is smaller than in some other studies, is it sufficient to detected the effects we 175 are interested in here. 176
We focused our analyses on four key time periods of the trial: (1) the 300 ms 177 epoch before the trial started (pre-go signal epoch), which corresponds to fixation time 178 before the appearance of any stimulus targets; signal differences here presumably reflect 179 proactive control (Stuphorn and Emeric, 2012) . 53.12% showed negative tuning, and the rest weren't modulated. In the economic choice 193 task, 45.83% of cells showed positive task tuning, and 51.04% showed negative tuning, 194 and the rest weren't modulated. We examined the relationship between simple response 195 patterns in the two tasks on a cell-by-cell basis. We found similar neuronal activity when 196 comparing task related activity against baseline across tasks (which we call task-related 197 tuning). Regression weights (task-related tuning coefficient) in one task positively 198 predicted the weights in the other task (Pearson correlation between tuning coefficients, r 199 = 0.78, p < 0.001, Figure 2A) . (Note that these data come from separate sets of trials, so 200 there is no overlap in data used to estimate the two sets of tuning coefficients.) Moreover, 201 absolute response patterns (that is, unsigned regression weights) were also positively 202 correlated across the two tasks (0.74, p < 0.001), indicating that it was the same set of 203 neurons involved in the two tasks, rather than distinct sets (for details on using this 204 method to interpret relationships between regression coefficients, see Blanchard et al., 205 2015a). 206
Next, we compared the coding of rewards in both tasks. For the stop signal task, 207
we looked at the differential coding of no-rewards during failed stopping versus rewards 208 in successful stopping; for the economic task, we looked at differential coding of varied 209 rewards associated with offers. Tuning coefficients for reward values were positively 210 correlated between both the tasks during the post-go signal period (between signed 211 coefficients, r = 0.3, p < 0.001, Figure 2B ) and during the feedback epoch (between 212 signed coefficients, r = 0.35, p < 0.001, Figure 2C ). The positive correlation 213 demonstrates that the rewards are encoded in similar way across tasks. Moreover, the 214 unsigned correlation coeffcients were also correlated in both epochs (r = 0.27, p = 0.01 215 and r = 0.28, p = 0.01, respectively). This correlation indicates that coding of the two 216 types of value was handled by the same subset of neurons across the two tasks. and 2) the pre-go signal time period. 231
Responses of example neurons are illustrated in Figure 3 . In neuron J19, firing 232 rates following the go signal but before the SSRT were lower on successfully inhibited 233 trials (1.8 spikes/sec) than on failed stopping trials (4.1 spikes/sec, Wilcoxon rank test, 234 ranksum = 1480, p < 0.05, n = 567 trials, Figure 3A) . Note that there is a larger and more 235 prominent modulation in firing rate later in the trial. Given its timing, this modulation 236 likely relates to outcome monitoring and is too late to influence stopping. Another 237 example neuron, T25, showed distinct patterns for successful and failed stopping trials 238 even 500 msec before the beginning of the trial (ranksum = 2080, p < 0.05, n = 579 trials, 239 The responses shown in Figure 3C and 3D are aligned to stop signal (time zero). 241 Figure 3C illustrates the activity of the same neuron shown in Figure 3A ; its response 242 pattern showed significant differences between successful stopping trials (1.8 spikes / 243 sec) and failed stopping trials (4.4 spikes / sec) that begin after the presentation of stop 244 signal but before SSRT (ranksum = 1340, p < 0.05). Finally, neuron T10 ( Figure 3D ) 245 fired more vigorously on successful than on failed stopping trials at around 100 msec between reward amount and firing rate in neuron J19 (ρ = 0.3138, p < 0.001, Figure 3E ), 260 this neuron shows similar reward related activity across tasks (Figure 3A, 3C) . We also 261
show another neuron with a significant negative correlation to rewards (neuron T10, ρ = -262 0.143, p = 0.04, Figure 3F) We trained classifiers using two key epochs-post-stop signal epoch and pre-go signal 289 epoch. Testing of decoders for significant patterns differentiating successful and failed 290 stopping used 100 msec moving boxcars stepping in 10 msec intervals as input to the 291
classifier. 292
Because of the possibility of false positives, we were especially interested in 293 periods in which a decoder had several positive effects in adjacent bins (see Methods). 294
The post-stop signal decoder was able to classify success versus failure of inhibition 295 significantly in a series of 9 consecutive bins spanning 40 to 120 msec after the stop 296 signal (these times indicate the starts of the 100 msec boxcars; see Methods on 297 procedures to determine statistical significance of a boxcar using chi-square statistics). 298
The corresponding numbers for individual subjects were 40 to 140 msec in subject J and 299
to 220 msec in subject T (supplementary results-D). The post-stop signal pattern 300
series are unlikely to occur by chance (p < 0.001 in all cases, see Methods for specific 301 use of chi-square tests to quantify significance of consecutive bins). Since each bin spans 302 100 msec, the central point of the first element in this series provides a rough estimate of 303 the latency of the effect. That number was t = 90 msec for both subjects. We then examined the response differences of the pre-go signal decoder. We 314 observed a significant pattern difference between successful and failed stopping trials (p 315 If the stopping-related signals were a direct consequence of reward encoding for 372 every neuron, we would see a positive correlation between coding patterns for rewards 373 and stopping. We computed a reward index for all neurons by regressing their responses 374 at feedback epoch against the outcomes themselves. We computed a stopping index for 375 all neurons by subtracting on their firing rate during successful and failed stopping before 376 SSRT (see Methods). We found no correlations between these indices in the post-stop 377 signal time period (Pearson correlation, ρ =0.09, p=0.4, Figure 5 ). Nor did we find such 378 correlations in pre-go signal time period (ρ =-0.02, p=0.82, Figure 5) . 379
This lack of correlation at the neural level may be a sign that the reward code and 380 the stopping code are different. It may also, in theory, be due to lack of sufficient data to 381 detect a significant effect. To test this idea, we performed a cross-validation analysis (See 382 Methods). Specifically, we reasoned that if insufficient data were the problem then a 383 within sample correlation would also produce no significant correlation. A positive 384 coefficient resulting from a within sample correlation, using randomly sampled half-sized 385 subsets, then, would indicate that our data have sufficient power to detect a significant 386 effect (Blanchard et al., 2015a). We thus tested whether the correlation coefficient for 387 stopping and reward indices fell below the bottom 5 percentile of the coefficients 388 obtained for within-group correlations. Indeed, the coefficient fell below 1st percentile of 389 that obtained for 100 randomizations in cross validation analysis. Below, we present results on training using two key epochs representing the trial, its task-405 related activity informing (1) post-go signal epoch, and the (2) the feedback epoch. 406
We first trained a network with successful versus failed stopping trials, and tested 407 them with high versus low value-accept trial (see Methods). Therefore, this decoder 408 network looks for stopping task related patterns in the economic choice trials. 
Subjects 583
Two male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, subject J, age 10, and subject T, age 584 5) served as subjects. All animal procedures were approved by the University Committee 585
on Animal Resources at the University of Rochester and were designed and conducted in 586 compliance with the Public Health Service's Guide for the Care and Use of Animals. 587
Recording site 588
A Cilux recording chamber (Crist Instruments) was placed over the area 13 of 589 OFC (Figure 1) . The targeted area expands along the coronal planes situated between 590 28.65 and 33.60 mm rostral to the interaural plane with varying depth. Position was 591 verified by magnetic resonance imaging with the aid of a Brainsight system (Rogue 592
Research Inc). Neuroimaging was performed at the Rochester Center for Brain Imaging, 593 on a Siemens 3T MAGNETOM Trio Tim using 0.5 mm voxels. We confirmed recording 594 locations by listening for characteristic sounds of white and grey matter during recording, 595 which in all cases matched the loci indicated by the Brainsight system. 596
Electrophysiological techniques 597
Single electrodes (Frederick Haer & Co., impedance range 0.8-4 MOhm) were 598 lowered using a microdrive (NAN Instruments) until waveforms of between one and five 599 neuron(s) were isolated. Individual action potentials were isolated on a Plexon system. 600
Neurons were selected for study solely based on the quality of isolation; we never 601 preselected based on task-related response properties. 602
Eye tracking and reward delivery 603
Eye position was sampled at 1,000 Hz by an infrared eye-monitoring camera 604 system (SR Research and confirmed before, during, and after recording. 609
Task

610
The stopping task is a measure of self-control that provides an alternative 611 approach that avoids some of the limitations of intertemporal choice tasks (Hayden, 612 2016). The task followed standard stop signal paradigm (Hanes and Schall, 1995; Logan, 613 1994; Logan and Cowan, 1984) . Subjects were placed in front of a computer monitor 614 (1920x1080px) with black background. Following a brief (300 msec) central fixation on 615 a white circle (radius 25px, Figure 1) , the fixation spot disappeared on the appearance of 616 eccentric saccade target (90px white square, 2.38 degrees, positioned at 288px in left or 617 1632px in right of screen, 50% chance). A go trial (67% of trials, randomly selected) was 618 indicated by a go signal which is the peripheral target, whereas a stop trial (33% of trials, 619 randomly selected) was indicated by an additional appearance of a stop signal-a central 620 gray square (90px square, 2.38 degrees) delayed relative to the go signal presentation.
621
Stop signal delays (SSD) in the task were set to stabilize at a delay causing approximately 622 50% successful stopping in average of all stop trials recorded till that moment of time in 623 the day (SSD-50); SSDs were modulated through a staircase procedure with intervals of 624 16 msec. On go trials, subjects were rewarded for a saccade to the go signal and fixating 625 on it for 200 msec; and on stop trials, subjects were rewarded for inhibiting their saccade 626 to go signal and fixating at the stop signal for 400 msec. Water rewards were provided as 627 feedback, and they were contingent on subject's performance. Rewards were always 125 628 μl. The inter trial interval was 800 msec. 629
The economic choice task had a similar task framework to stop signal task, and 630 they interleaved randomly in an interval of 1-3 trials. In go trials (random 67% of the 631 total), a peripheral target called go offer (90px white square, 2.38 degrees, positioned at 632 288px in left or 1632px in right of the screen, 50% chance) was presented, and it was 633 randomly associated with low (15μl), medium (125μl), or high (250μl) reward offers, as 634 indicated by yellow, blue and magenta colored squares, respectively. In this task, the go 635 trials were named forced choice trials, and the go offer was called offer 1. In stop trials 636 (random 33% of the total)-called as choice trials, a center stop offer (offer 2, 90px 637 square, 2.38 degrees) delayed with respect to the appearance of offer 1 was presented in 638 addition. The offer 2 was also randomly associated with yellow, blue and magenta colors 639 to indicate low, medium and high reward sizes. The offer 1 in stop trials was always in 640 blue color to represent medium reward sized offer. This setup allowed the subject to 641 make a choice through reward comparison in case of choice trials, and through a forced 642 choice when only offer 1 was presented. All other parameters were the same as stop 643 signal task. 644 645
Behavioral analysis 646
Inhibition function related failed stoppings to stop signal delay (SSD). The delay 647 from the presentation of go signal that caused 50% successful cancellation in stop signal 648 task (SSD-50) was used for computing stop signal reaction time (SSRT). SSRT was 649 usually computed through median and integration methods (Hanes and Schall, 1995; 650 Logan, 1994; Logan and Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen and Logan, 2008) . Median method 651 computed median of go trials' reaction time distribution and then subtracted SSD-50 652 from it to give SSRT. The integration method computed the point in go trials' RT 653 distribution whose area was half the whole and then subtracted SSD-50 from it to give 654 SSRT. SSRT computed from both of the above methods gave nearly equal results, and 655 they were averaged to obtain the final SSRT estimates reported for both subjects. 656
Statistical methods 657
Separate PSTH matrices were constructed by aligning spike rasters to the 658 presentation of the go signal and stop signal for every neuron. Firing rates were 659 calculated in 1 msec bins but were generally analysed in longer epochs. Normalization 660 procedure was carried out by subtracting the mean firing during inter-trial interval (ITI) 661 time period (baseline) and then by zscoring each neuron's data, and the normalized data 662 is used for decoder analysis presented in the manuscript. Alternatively, decoding was also 663 tested with just zscored data, and the results are presented in supplementary material. For 664 display, PSTHs were smoothened using 200 msec running boxcars. Tests used in the 665 study include two sample t-test for parameteric analysis, Wilcoxon rank test for non-666 parametric analysis, chi-square test for comparing decoder's classification accuracy 667 against baseline (50% classification accuracy), Pearson correlation method for correlation 668 analysis. To compute population tuning, we picked neurons with significant (p < 0.05) 669 differences between successful and failed stopping trials using Wilcoxon rank test. 670
Decoding analyses 671
We chose a neural network based decoding technique because it could efficiently 672 analyse population responses from frontal cortex that are highly multiplexed and non-673 linear. To generate population activation states as input patterns for the decoding 674 analysis, we first separated all trials of each neuron by trial conditions (successful and 675 failed stopping trials). Then, we averaged the activity from randomly sampled 10 trials 676 belonging to a condition, with replacement, to form activation state for a neuron in any 677 particular time period. The averaged responses of all 96 neurons' were pooled to generate 678 one population activation state for a particular trial condition and for a specific time 679
period. 100 unique activation state patterns were used for the network training. 75% of 680 the data was used for training and the rest was used for testing the network. 
683
The network used to study the stopping patterns had a single hidden layer with 684 100 hidden nodes, and 2 output nodes each representing one target condition for 685
classification. The number of input nodes equal to the total number of neurons used for 686 analysis = 96 (from two subjects). The network weights were initialized to small random 687 numbers between -0.01 and 0.01.
688
The following back-propagation algorithm was used for training the decoders 689 (Haykin and Network, 2004; Rumelhart et al., 1986; Rumelhart et al., 1988; Werbos, 690 1974 ). In the below, the input nodes are denoted by subscript, k, hidden nodes by 691 subscript, j, and output nodes by subscript, i. Output error, e, associated with the 692 network's response for the p'th input pattern was 693
where y i was the i'th output node response, and desired output was 1 / 0 if the i'th output 695 node was associated with target trial condition for the corresponding input pattern (e.g., 696
successful stopping, failed stopping). Total output error over all input patterns was 697 computed by, 698
Network's objective was to minimize the squared output error (eqn. 1) for the p'th pattern 700 as denoted by eqn. (3). 701 2 1 2
702
Response of any node was a hyperbolic tangent function (g) of slope = 5 of the total input 703 (h i s ) to it. The output node response, y i , as a function of its input was calculated as, 704 
707
In the above, the weights, w ij , with superscript, s, indicate the second level of the network 708 between hidden and output layer. V j denoted the output of hidden layer, and it was 709
represented as a function of net input to the hidden node (h i f ) as follows, 710 
η is the learning rate set to 0.001 for pre-go and post-stop signal decoder, and g' denotes 725
first order derivative of hyperbolic tangent function.
726
We had two different decoders trained on data from 1) pre-go signal, 2) post-stop 727 signal time periods to show OFC's active participation in stopping; the former worked on 728 data aligned to presentation of go signal at time = 0, and the latter worked on data aligned 729 to stop signal. For pre-go decoder, the training data was population activation states 730 generated on averaging the signal from the fixation epoch spanning 300 msec before the 731 presentation of go signal. For post-stop decoder, training data was generated on 732 averaging the firing in the post-stop signal epoch. The entire network was run for n = 100 733 instances with different random weight initializations to obtain average output 734 performance. Training procedure in all instances converged to classification accuracy of 735 above 80%, and the converged weights at the end of training were used for testing of 736 decoder. The testing data used were population activation states generated by averaging 737 100 msec boxcars that slides with step size of 10 msec (a total of 91 boxcars). 738
Similarities in the functioning and generalization of pre-go and post-stop decoders 739
were analysed by comparing their converged weights, as well as by comparing their 740 classification accuracy. For cross validation, the similarity index (r-max) was computed 741 by cross correlating converged hidden layer weight vectors (with zero lag) of two 742 decoders of interest. The index was averaged across n (=100) instances of networks with 743 different weight initializations. The similarity index obtained from autocorrelating the 744 weight vectors were used to statistically compare and cross-validate the results from cross 745 correlation, and the results were significant using ttest (ttest, tstat = 210, p < 0.001).
746
Comparisons between classification accuracies of the two decoders, at pre-go signal time 747 period or post-stop signal time period, were done by using t-test on average performances 748 of the two decoders computed from n instances (with different random weight 749 initializations).
750
Cancellation time was defined by the size of test-boxcar window positioned at 751 first instance of atleast four consecutive test-boxcars (100 msec window moving in 752 intervals of 10 msec) in a row, whose performance was significantly higher than 50% 753 using chi-square test (p < 0.05). The method avoids false positives that otherwise appear 754 by 99% chance when considering just any one single significant instance of 91 total 755 boxcars. With simulations using markov chains, we found that at least 4 consecutive 756 significant windows were needed in a row for the claim of significance with p < 0.001; so 757 the criteria to find at least 4 consecutive significant bins were used to find pre-go and 758 post-stop decoder results as well as cancellation time. Average latency of cancellation 759 signals to SSRT was found by subtracting SSRT of each subject from the mean 760 cancellation time.
761
The decoders used for finding similarities between stopping and economic 762 choices were similar to the above. The forced choice trials with offer 1 (accept) kind were 763 chosen for analysis. The trials were divided into low and high value types, based on their 764 reward magnitudes: the former type when the rewards were either low or medium, and 765 the latter when the rewards were high, respectively. For this analysis, we also consider 766 post-go signal decoder, similar to the post stop signal decoder except for its training on 767 the post-go signal epoch from the presentation of go signal (in case of stop signal task) or 768 offer 1 presentation (in case of economic choice task) till the reaction time. And, the 769 feedback decoder was trained on the neural signals from the start to the end of feedback, 770 for both the tasks. All decoders were tested using trials from economic choice task using 771 boxcars of 100 msec length moving in intervals of 10 msec. 772 773
Reward and stopping index 774
Reward index for every neuron was measured by linearly regressing the firing at 775 outcome epoch (between reaction time and feedback) to the received reward sizes in 776 economic trials. The stopping index was measured as the difference in normalized firing 777 rates (FR) of successful and failed stopping trials divided by their norm. 778
779
Cross validation tests were performed to support the idea that we had sufficient 780 data to detect an effect had it been there, and to suggest that our results of lack of a 781 significant correlation between stopping and reward indices were statistically meaningful. 800 Both subjects showed behavioral effects in the reaction times of successful stoppings as a 801 function of previous trial conditions (Figure 1) . Successful stopping trials were shorter 802 when following a successful stopping trial (subject J: N = 328, subject T: N = 357) as 803 opposed to following a failed stopping (subject J: N = 111, subject T: N = 60). The 804 statistical t-test on data for subject J was 360 msec shorter, with t-stat = 11.33, p < 0.0001 805 and for subject T was: 290 msec shorter, t-stat = 11.88, p < 0.0001). Similarly, successful 806 stopping trials were shorter when following a go trial (subject J: N = 833, subject T: N = 807 862) as opposed to following a failed stopping trial (subject J: 310 msec shorter, t-stat = 808 9.608, p < 0.0001 and subject T: 210 msec shorter, t-stat = 7.72, p < 0.0001). We found a 809 choice of reject trials (choice of offer 2) were shorter when following another reject trial 810 compared to an accept trial (subject J: 0.28 s, tstat = 8.47, p < 0.001, Figure The proportion of neurons that showed positive task-related tuning during 817 successful stopping when regressed against baseline were 31.25%, while that showed 818 negative tuning were 39.58%. Similarly, the proportion that showed positive task-related 819 tuning during failed stopping activity when regressed against baseline were 34.38%, 820 while that showed negative tuning were 34.38%. In economic choice task, the percent of 821 neurons that showed positive feedback tuning when regressed against baseline were 822 45.83%, while that showed negative tuning were 51.04%. Overall, the tuning for success 823 and failure of stopping significantly correlated with the feedback tuning of economic 824 choice task (Pearson correlation, r = 0.62, p < 0.001). 825
Results-B: 826
Population averages provide weak information about stopping 827
Analysis of single neurons did not provide strong evidence for a role for OFC in 828 stopping. The percent of neurons that individually distinguish successful and failed 829 stopping trials (regardless of sign) was 8.43% during the 100 msec post-stop signal time 830 period, and was 10.50% during the 100 msec pre-go signal time period. (These epochs  831 were selected before analysis in order to reduce the likelihood of p-hacking). These 832 proportions were not significantly greater than chance in either of the two key epochs 833 (chi-square stat = 1.22, p = 0.26 in the post-stop signal time period; chi-square stat = 1.8, 834 p = 0.17 in the pre-go signal time period). This lack of a detectable effect does not imply 835 that a correlation between stopping and unit activity in OFC does not exist; rather it 836 suggests that if it does exist it is too weak to detect using conventional methods that focus 837 on single neurons in a sample of the size we collected.
838
We next tested whether successful and failed stopping trials have a consistent sign 839 of effect on firing rates. The percent of significantly positive cells (successful > failed) 840 was 5.40%, and wasn't significantly different from the percent of significantly negative 841 (successful < failed) cells (3.03% chi-square test, chi-square stat = 0.52, p = 0.47) in the 842 post-stop signal period. The difference in the sizes of the two cell classes was also not 843 significant before the start of trial at the pre-go signal time period (significantly positive 844 cells 7.55%, significantly negative cells 2.95%, chi square = 2.40, p = 0.12).
845
Next we looked at grand averages of populations of neurons. We observed no 846 difference between successful and failed stopping trials either after the stop signal or 847 before the beginning of trial. Specifically, during the post-stop signal time period, 848 responses were slightly less for successful than failed stopping in subject J (average of 849 0.3 spikes/sec, p = 0.6); the opposite pattern was observed in subject T (average of 0.52 850 spikes/sec, p = 0.53). Neither effect was statistically significant. Thus, these results 851 suggest that conventional population averages don't reveal information about the pattern 852 of stopping. Together these analyses indicate that, if stopping correlates exist in OFC, 853 they are of a different form than they take in regions like FEF and SC. signal decoder was able to classify success of stopping significantly above 896 chance (see Methods for specific use of chi-square tests to quantify significance) 897 in a time period ranging from 40 msec to 170 msec for subject J, and 40 to 220 898 msec for subject T, respectively after the stop signal (these times indicate the 899 beginning of 100 msec boxcars, and chi-square tests were used for finding their 900 significance with p < 0.05, see Methods). The first significant bin was therefore 901 of window size 40 -140 msec, that led to average cancellation time as 90 msec.
902
It preceded the average stopping response by 50 msec in subject J, and by 30 903 msec in subject T, suggesting OFC's responses may precede the stopping 904 response. In Pre-go signal decoder, for subject J, high accuracy of decoding was 905 found during the time periods 460 msec to 120 msec before the appearance of 906 go signal. Likewise, it was 420 msec to 200 msec in subject T. 907 908 909
